This paper presents a study of a novel summarization problem called contrastive opinion summarization (COS). Given two sets of positively and negatively opinionated sentences which are often the output of an existing opinion summarizer, COS aims to extract comparable sentences from each set of opinions and generate a comparative summary containing a set of contrastive sentence pairs. We formally formulate the problem as an optimization problem and propose two general methods for generating a comparative summary using the framework, both of which rely on measuring the content similarity and contrastive similarity of two sentences. We study several strategies to compute these two similarities. We also create a test data set for evaluating such a novel summarization problem. Experiment results on this test set show that the proposed methods are effective for generating comparative summaries of contradictory opinions.
INTRODUCTION
With Web 2.0 technologies prevailing, people can now easily express opinions on various topics through platforms such as blog spaces, forums, and dedicated opinion websites. Since there is usually a large amount of opinionated text about a topic, users often Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. find it challenging to efficiently digest all the opinions. The fact that opinionated text often contains both positive and negative opinions about a topic makes it even harder to accurately digest mixed opinions.
For example, some customers may say positive things about the battery life of iPhone, such as "the battery life [of iPhone] has been excellent," but others might say the opposite, such as "I can tell you that I was very disappointed with the 3G [iPhone] battery life." 1 Often such contradictory opinions are not caused by poor or wrong judgments of people, but due to the different context or perspective taken to make the judgments. For example, if a positive comment is 'the battery life is good when I rarely use button' and a negative comment is 'the battery life is bad when I use button a lot', the two comments are really made under different conditions. When there are many such contradictory opinions expressed about a topic, a user would need to understand what the major positive opinions are, what the major negative opinions are, why these people have different opinions, and how we should interpret these contradictory opinions.
Unfortunately although there has been much work on opinion summarization (see, e.g., [12, 17] ), most existing work has gone only as far as separating positive and negative opinions about a topic.
For example, Figure 1 shows a part of a sample review summary generated using a state-of-the-art feature-based opinion summarization technique [7, 13] . In such an opinion summary, a user can see the general sentiment distribution for each product feature, and furthermore, as shown in the figure, a user can also see a list of positive comments about a specific feature (i.e., "ease of use"). Negative sentences are also available via another tab on the top. However, this summary cannot help a user to further digest the mixed opinions in the dimension of "ease of use". The user still has to read all the individual comments in both the positive and negative groups.
To help people digest such mixed opinions more efficiently, we propose to automatically generate a comparative summary of contradictory opinions. Specifically, given a set of positively opinionated sentences and a set of negatively opinionated sentences (which can be generated using existing techniques of opinion summarization), we would like to extract comparable sentences from each set of opinions and generate a comparative summary containing a set of contrastive sentence pairs. Each contrastive sentence pair consists of a sentence with positive opinions and a comparable sentence with negative opinions, thus enabling a user to understand contradictory opinions effectively. For example, if we can pair up two representative sentences with opposite opinions about the battery life of iPhone, it would help a user to understand possibly different conditions under which the specific polarity of opinions is expressed, and thus better understand why there are both positive and negative opinions about the battery life.
To the best of our knowledge, this summarization problem has not been addressed in the existing work, and we call it contrastive opinion summarization (COS). We formally formulate the COS problem as an optimization problem in which we attempt to find a list of contrastive sentence pairs that can both represent the two sets of opposite opinions well and offer interesting comparisons between positive and negative opinions about the same topical aspect (e.g., battery life). The objective function of the optimization framework encodes two criteria to be applied to choose sentence pairs. One is that a chosen sentence from the set of positive (negative) sentences should represent a major positive (negative) opinion, i.e., there should be many sentences similar to the chosen sentence. We call this criterion representativeness. The other is that the two paired sentences should be comparable. That is, they should have opposite opinions about a common topical aspect. We call this criterion contrastiveness.
Intuitively we need different similarity functions to measure representativeness and contrastiveness. While we can generally use an existing sentence similarity function to measure representativeness, we need a new similarity function to measure contrastiveness. We solve this problem by excluding sentimental words from both sentences and then applying a regular similarity function. We also explore how to leverage resources such as WordNet to accommodate matching of words that are semantically related but have different forms.
Exact solution to the optimization problem is generally intractable for realistic applications. We propose two general approximation methods to solve the problem. Both methods are greedy algorithms, corresponding roughly to first maximizing representativeness and then maximizing contrastiveness, or the opposite, i.e., first maximizing contrastiveness and then maximizing representativeness.
Because no existing data can be used directly to evaluate this new summarization task, we opted to create our own test set based on some publically available resources from the previous work [7, 8] . To test the generality of our methods, we further extended the test set by adding an additional case from a different domain.
Experiment results on this test set show that the proposed methods are effective for generating comparative summaries of contradictory opinions.
The contributions of this paper are:
1. We propose and define a novel summarization problem (i.e., contrastive opinion summarization).
2. We propose an optimization framework to model and solve this problem.
3. We propose specific methods to solve the optimization problem and generate contrastive opinion summaries.
4. We create the first test set and propose measures for evaluating this novel summarization problem.
5.
We run experiments to test the proposed methods and show that the proposed methods are effective.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the novel problem of contrastive opinion summarization. In Section 3, we formally model the problem with an optimization framework. In Section 4 and Section 5, we then present specific methods to refine and solve the optimization problem. We present our experiment design in Section 6 and results in Section 7, and discuss related work in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the work.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
As discussed in the previous section, the current opinion summarization techniques can separate positive sentences from negative sentences about a topic (e.g., a product feature). We set up our problem as to take these sentences with different polarities as input and further generate a contrastive opinion summary to help users to digest the mixed opinions about the topic.
We thus will assume that we are given two sets of opinionated sentences about a topic, corresponding to positive and negative opinions about the topic, respectively. Our goal is to generate a list of sentence pairs with each pair containing a position sentence and a comparable negative sentence. Such a pair would allow a user to compare comparable positive and negative opinion and thus facilitate digestion of mixed opinions.
To formally define our problem, we first introduce a few basic concepts. For example, x and y may both discuss the battery life of a laptop, but x says that that the battery life is long, while y says that it is short.
DEFINITION 1 (OPINIONATED SENTENCE
We may now define the novel problem of contrastive opinion summarization. Table 1 illustrates how we may display a contrastive opinion summary in a tabular format to facilitate digestion of contradictory opinions. Each pair (ui, vi) summarizes a contradictory aspect. A user can use ui and/or vi as "entry points" to navigate into relevant discussion about each side of the opinions of the corresponding contradictory aspect.
Intuitively, to generate a good contrastive summary, we would need to match sentences in X with those in Y to discover potential candidate contrastive sentence pairs. At the same time, we also would like to assess which sentences can represent each polarity of opinions well. In the end, we would like to choose sentences from both X and Y that can not only form good contrastive pairs but also represent the corresponding complete set of opinions well. The problem is thus in nature an optimization problem involving multiple criteria. Below we will propose a formal optimization framework for solving COS, which would then use as a roadmap to derive several specific summarization algorithms.
AN OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we formally frame the contrastive opinion summarization problem as an optimization problem. Our optimization framework is based on two basic similarity measures defined on a pair of sentences. The first is to measure the content similarity of two sentences in the same group of opinions (i.e., either both are positive or both are negative). This similarity function allows us to assess which sentences are good representatives of each group. The second is to measure the contrastiveness of a positive sentence and a negative sentence. Since a good pair of contrastive sentences are generally also similar in content (but opposite in sentiment polarity), we also call this measure a cross group similarity measure. We formally define these two functions as follows.
DEFINITION 4 (CONTENT SIMILARITY FUNCTION).
Given two opinionated sentences s 1 and s 2 with the same polarity, the content similarity function φ(s1, s2) ∈ [0, 1] measures the overall content similarity of s1 and s2.
DEFINITION 5 (CONTRASTIVE SIMILARITY FUNCTION). Given two opinionated sentences u and v with opposite polarities, the contrastive similarity function ψ(u, v) ∈ [0, 1] measures the similarity of u and v excluding their difference in sentiment.
Both φ and ψ are assumed to be symmetric, i.e., φ(s 1 , s 2 ) = φ(s2, s1), and ψ(u, v) = ψ (v, u) .
With these two functions, we can now define two additional functions that can measure the representativeness and contrastiveness of a contrastive opinion summary S = {(u i , v i )} (i = 1, ...k) of two sets of opinionated sentences X and Y .
DEFINITION 6 (REPRESENTATIVENESS). The representativeness of a contrastive opinion summary S, denoted as r(S), measures how well the summary S represents the opinions expressed by the sentences in both X and Y . It is defined as
Intuitively, if for every sentence x ∈ X, we have at least one u i with high similarity to x, our summary would represent X well. Similar reasoning can be applied to the set Y . r(S) is simply an aggregation over all the sentences in both X and Y .
DEFINITION 7 (CONTRASTIVENESS). The contrastiveness of a contrastive opinion summary S, denoted as c(S), measures how well each u i matches up with v i in the summary. It is defined as the average contrastive similarity of the sentence pairs in S:
A good contrastive opinion summary should intuitively have both high representativeness and high contrastiveness, thus we may cast the problem of contrastive opinion summarization as the following optimization problem:
where λ ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter to control the relative importance of representativeness and contrastiveness with a larger λ indicating more emphasis on the representativeness. With such an optimization framework, we see that in order to find an optimal contrastive opinion summary, we will need to solve three problems:
1. Define an appropriate content similarity function φ.
2. Define an appropriate contrastive similarity function ψ.
3. Solve the optimization problem efficiently.
In the next two sections, we will discuss how we solve these problems.
SIMILARITY FUNCTIONS
In this section, we discuss how we implement the two similarity functions φ and ψ. Our optimization framework allows us to flexibly implement them in any reasonable way as long as the two similarity functions can be normalized into the same range. This normalization is needed to ensure that the terms of these two functions in the objective function be comparable.
The content similarity function φ is meant to be a normal sentence similarity measure applied to two sentences in the same opinion group. In order to consider semantic matching of terms, we define φ(s1, s2) generally as:
is a term similarity function and |s 1 | and |s 2 | are the total counts of words in sentences s 1 and s 2 , respectively.
The idea of this formula is that we would first match every word in each sentence against words in the other sentence to find its best matching score, then take a sum of all the matching scores, and finally normalize the sum by the total number of words in the two sentences.
Depending on how we define ω, we can obtain several different variations of this general similarity function. In this paper, we will experiment with the following two natural variants:
ωW O (u, v) = 0 otherwise. In this case, φ would be essentially the Jaccard similarity function which only considers word overlap.
2. Semantic Word Matching (SEM):: The contrastive similarity function ψ is meant to measure how well two sentences with opposite opinions match up with each other. Intuitively, we would like the two sentences to overlap on all words except for those sentiment related words, where they are expected to differ. Thus, we define ψ in the same way as we define φ except that we now calculate the similarity after removing negation words and adjectives from both sentences. The rationale is that opinions are mainly expressed by adjectives and negation words. We also have two variations for ψ: WO and SEM.
Note that although in this paper we only experiment with these simple similarity measures, our optimization framework would allow us to potentially use more sophisticated measures (e.g., [5, 21, 2, 15, 23] ).
OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
A brute-force solution to the optimization problem defined in Section 3 would be to enumerate all the possible candidate summaries (i.e., k sentence pairs) and compute the objective function for each candidate summary. Since |X| = n and |Y | = m, there are altogether n k m k possible candidate summaries. Thus enumerating all of them is generally not feasible especially because computation of the value of the objective function for a candidate summary also involves additional iterations.
We now propose two heuristic strategies to find an approximate solution to the optimization problem. Our objective function contains two parts, corresponding to the representativeness (r(S)) and contrastiveness (c(S)) of a summary, respectively. Thus a greedy way to optimize the objective function can be to first find a subset of summaries that can score well with one of them, and then try to further select a good summary that can also score well for the other component. Depending on whether we would first optimize r(S) or c(S), we naturally have two heuristic strategies to generate a contrastive opinion summary, called representativeness-first and contrastiveness-first, respectively.
Representativeness-First Approximation
To optimize r(S) means to select k sentences from each of X and Y that can best represent all the sentences in X and Y . Intuitively, we may achieve this goal by clustering the sentences in X and Y independently to generate k clusters for each, and then take the most representative sentence from each cluster. Specifically, let {U1, ..., U k } be k clusters of sentences in X, and {V1, ..., V k } be k clusters of sentences in Y . We may assume that S = {(ui, vi)} where u i ∈ U i and v i ∈ V i , for i = 1, ..., k. In general, given an implementation of the content similarity function φ, any clustering algorithm can be used. In our experiments, we used the hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm and stopped it when we have obtained precisely k clusters. Now, we may reasonably assume that the similarity of a sentence to another sentence in a different cluster is always lower than its similarity to a sentence in its own cluster. It is not hard to prove that the summary S to maximize r(S) is given by the centroid sentences in each cluster. That is, S = {ū i ,v i }, and
Next we would like to keep r(S) constant and optimize c(S). Clearly c(S) depends on how we index the clusters of X and Y
, that is, how we order {U 1 , ..., U k } and {V 1 , ..., V k }. In other words, it depends on how we align a cluster U i with a cluster V i . Intuitively we would like to align them so that the corresponding u i and v i would have the highest contrastiveness similarity, i.e., to maximize ψ(ui, vi). Since k is generally small, we can find the exact optimal alignment without approximation.
One may notice that the weighting parameter λ did not matter in this strategy. Indeed, we have implicitly set λ = ∞ by first attempting to optimize r(S) and then fix it to further optimize c(S). To further improve over this, we may search in each aligned cluster pair to find a potentially better pair of sentences that can lead to a higher objective function value than the centroid pair defined above. If we do this, we will see that λ would affect our solution.
Specifically, let {U 1 , ..., U k } and {V 1 , ..., V k } be our optimal alignment of clusters. We may rewrite our objective function as
This objective function is now a sum over all the aligned cluster pairs, and we can now find the solution by optimizing each (ui, vi) pair independently. Formally,
.
is not necessarily optimal, so we would like to search in U i and V i for a truly optimal (u * i , v * i ). The brute force search has a complexity of O(|Ui||Vi|), but we do not have to try every pair of sentences. Instead, we only need to try those pairs with a higher contrastiveness score than our centroid pair (ū i ,v i ) because if a pair has a lower contrastiveness score than the centroid pair, it would be impossible for it to have a higher g i value.
Thus computationally, we can simply sort all the pairs in each pair of clusters in the descending order of contrastiveness scores and then go down the list to compute its g i value, until we hit the centroid pair. The pair that gives the highest g i would be taken as (u * i , v * i ). We do this for each cluster pair to obtain the optimal summary S * = {(u * i , v * i )}.
Contrastiveness-First Approximation
In this strategy, we first compute ψ(u, v) for all u ∈ X and v ∈ Y . We then sort these pairs and gradually add a sentence pair to our summary starting with the pair with the highest contrastive similarity score. If we just take the top k pairs, we would find a solution corresponding to setting λ = 0, i.e., solely based on contrastiveness and ignoring representativeness completely. Thus to improve our approximation, we would like to sacrifice some amount of contrastiveness score and gain more on the representativeness score.
A greedy algorithm to achieve this is as follows. First, we would take the pair with the highest value of ψ as a pair in our summary. Given that we have already chosen i − 1 pairs
j=1 , we would like to choose the next pair (ui, vi) to add most to our objective function, which further means to maximize the increase of both the contrastiveness and the representativeness. Given a candidate pair (u i , v i ), and let S i be the augmented summary of S i−1 by adding this new pair. We want to choose (u i , v i ) to maximize the following objective function :
where
Thus in our greedy algorithm, after choosing the first pair (u 1 , v 1 ), we would iteratively choose (ui, vi) to maximize the "gain function", g(u i , v i ) given by
The algorithm stops after having chosen k pairs. Note that X u and Y v are relatively easy to compute if we remember the best φ values of all sentences given by the i−1 already chosen sentence pairs at each step because we only need to compare the remembered value with the new value of φ given by u i or v i .
In general, we would need to consider all the remaining sentence pairs in each step. However, we can further improve efficiency by only considering the sentence pairs whose contrastiveness scores are sufficiently high (e.g., above a threshold).
EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Data set
There is no existing data set for evaluating our new summarization task. We thus opt to create our own. Since a main assumption made in our problem definition is that we may separate positive and negative opinions about a topic using existing opinion summarization methods, a natural strategy to create a test set for evaluating COS would be to leverage such separated opinion data set generated by previous work. We thus obtained 14 tagged product review data sets from the previous work [7, 8] 3 , and have two human assessors to identify representative contrastive sentence pairs from these data. The 14 tagged review data sets contain reviews from Amazon 4 . All the sentences in these data sets have already been manually tagged with product features as well as sentiment polarities (i.e., positive or negative).
To show our methods can help users further understand opinions at a finer granularity level than the feature-level, we divided a product review into product-feature reviews based on the feature tags. Also, to make contrastive opinion summarization interesting, we chose reviews which are not extremely dominated by only positive (or negative) opinions using a threshold. Our assumption is that in those cases where reviews are dominantly of one polarity of opinions (e.g., dominantly positive), a regular summary would suffice, and we do not need to apply contrastive opinion summarization techniques. Because our data set is for evaluating the effectiveness of COS, we discarded extremely dominated sets. Based on these criteria, we obtained 12 review sets on several products and features.
To test the generality of our methods, we also prepared another non-product-review data set. We used the Yahoo! search engine to retrieve sentences about Aspartame, which is an artificial sweetener, and there are disputes about its safety. The constructed data set contains 50 positive and 50 negative matching sentences selected from the search results of the queries 'aspartame is safe' and 'aspartame is dangerous', respectively. -scan DVD player  player  44  56  2  MicroMP3  battery-life  9  7  3  MicroMP3  design  8  6  4  MicroMP3  headphones  7  6  5  MicroMP3  software  7  9  6 Nokia 6600 battery-life 7 8 7
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB navigation 9 8 8
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB software 37 41 9
Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB size 15 11 10 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB weight 7 7 11 Creative Labs Nomad Jukebox Zen Xtra 40GB transfer 9 7 12
Hitachi router adjustment 7 6 13 aspartame safety 50 50 Table 2 shows the data set list. For each data set, ID is assigned for convenience.
For each test case, the two assessors were asked to cluster given sentences of each polarity of sentiment and align the contrastive clusters. Among the judgments made by human evaluators, clusters that cannot be aligned are discarded.
To assess the agreement of the two assessors, we compute their clustering agreement and pairing agreement, which are 0.76 and 0.47, respectively. The clustering agreement is the percentage of agreed decisions on putting a pair of sentences of the same polarity into the same cluster or not by the two annotators. In the original sentence sets, we can make same-polarity-sentence pairs, (u i , u j ) where both u i and u j are positive (negative). For all the possible pairs, check if they are in the same cluster or not based on the two evaluators' judgments. If the judgments are same, it is an agreement. Then, clustering agreement is
# of clustering agreement # of all possible pairs of same polarity sentences
The pairing agreement is computed using the Jaccard Index. First, we generate all the ideal contrastive sentence pairs from the evaluators' judgements on clustering and pairing. For example, if two clusters, {ui, uj} and {v l , vm}, are paired, (ui, v l ), (ui, vm), (uj, v l ), and (u j , v m ) would be generated as ideal pairs. Let A and B be the two sets of ideal pairs from two assessors, respectively, the Jaccard Index was calculated by the following formula
JaccardIndex(A, B) = A and B A or B
In our experiments, we use each assessor's judgments separately for evaluation and then take the average of the two performance numbers. The constructed data sets are publically available 5 .
Measures
We evaluate our contrastive opinion summary with the following two measures based on the aligned cluster data set: Precision: The precision of a summary with k contrastive sentence pairs is the percentage of the k pairs that are agreed by a human annotator. If a retrieved pair exists in an evaluator's paired-cluster set, we assume that the pair is agreed by the annotator (i.e., "relevant"). Thus precision is basically the number of such agreed pairs divided by k. Intuitively, precision tells us how contrastive the sentence pairs of our summary are. 5 http://timan.cs.uiuc.edu/data/cos/ Aspect coverage: The aspect coverage of a summary is the percentage of human-aligned clusters covered in the summary. If a pair of sentences appears in a human-aligned pair of clusters, we would assume that the aligned cluster is covered. Intuitively, aspect coverage measures the representativeness of a summary.
The number k of a target summary was set heuristically by the following formula; k = 1 + log 2 (|X| + |Y |). The intuition is that we will have a larger k if we have more sentences to summarize, but the growth will "saturate" as the number of sentences becomes very large.
Questions to answer
We design our experiments to answer the following questions: First, between representative-first approximation(RF) and contrastivefirst approximation(CF), which optimization algorithm performs better? We can answer this question by comparing the performance of these two different approximations for various values of λ. Second, both φ and ψ can use semantic matching of words. Can semantic matching of words help improve performance on top of simple exact matching of words? We can answer this question by comparing the performance of methods using different semantic coefficient γ. Third, we have hypothesized that it would be beneficial to exclude sentimental words when computing the contrastive similarity. Is this heuristic effective? We can answer this question by comparing performance of excluding such words with that of not excluding them (i.e., using all the words).
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Sample results
We first show some sample contrastive sentence pairs generated in our experiments in Table 3 . Intuitively, these pairs are quite informative and can clearly help a user better understand the mixed opinions in different aspects. The first and second pairs show that different polarities of opinions are made from different perspectives. For example, from the first pair, a user would know that file transfer is fast, but you'll need transfer software. Similarly, the second pair shows that adjustment knob generally works well, but it is inconvenient when lowering the router. In the third pair, although the two sentences are classified as positive and negative, respectively, the difference is rather small, indicating that there is probably not that much disagreement here. In the fourth pair, we can learn even more details about the product. This example shows the battery life can vary depending on usage patterns even with spe- the navigation is nice enough , but scrolling and difficult navigationsearching through thousands of tracks , i wo n't necessarily say " difficult ," hundreds of albums or artists , or even dozens but i do n't enjoy the scrollwheel to navigate . of genres is not conducive to save driving . 4 i imagine if i left my player untouched there are 2 things that need fixing (no backlight) it could play for considerably first is the battery life. more than 12 hours at a low volume level.
it will run for 6 hrs without problems with medium usage of the buttons. 
Rep-first vs. Contrast-first
Next, we use the basic similarity measure (ω W O ) to compare the two approximation strategies, i.e., representativeness-first (RF) and contrastiveness-first (CF) in Figure 2 . For both methods, aspect coverage is higher than precision, indicating that it is easier to achieve representativeness than contrastiveness. In general, we see that CF outperforms RF for almost all values of λ, indicating that it is more important to optimize contrastiveness-first to ensure that we obtain the best contrastive alignments of sentences. We also see that the performance is sensitive to the setting of λ, the relative emphasis on the representativeness and contrastiveness of the summary. In order to examine other variables in our methods, in the following experiments, we set λ to a reasonable value of 0.5, which intuitively means that we put equal weights on the two criteria.
Semantic term matching
We now look into the effectiveness of semantic term matching. Since ωW O is a special case of ωSEM when γ = 0, we can see whether semantic matching helps by varying the value of γ. We show the results of using semantic term matching for content similarity and contrastive similarity respectively with two separate plots in Figure 3 . In general, semantic term matching does not seem to help. Indeed, as we increase the value of γ, the performance tends to drop. We also see that the content similarity function is more sensitive to semantic matching than the contrastive similarity function. This may be because in the latter case, sentimental words are removed, so the overall influence of semantic matching would be reduced.
Contrastive similarity heuristic
We hypothesized that by removing sentimental words in computing the contrastive similarity function we can improve matching accuracy. So finally, in order to test this hypothesis, we compare the results of using this heuristic with those of not using it (i.e., computing the contrastive similarity in the same way as computing the content similarity) in Table 4 . We see that if we keep all these sentimental words, the performance is consistently worse, indicating that the heuristic of removing sentimental words is effective. 
RELATED WORK
Opinion summarization is an active research area because of the increased volume of opinionated data. General opinion mining was focused on finding topics among articles and clustering positive and negative opinions on topics [7, 8, 13, 9, 20, 16] . Most of the results of opinion summarization focused on showing statistics of the number of positive and negative opinions. Usually people used tableshaped summary [7, 8, 16] or histogram [13] . Sometimes, each section had an extracted sentence from the article and had a link to the original one. It was not enough to show the details of the different opinions. Representative opinion summarization works mainly focused on sentiment classification on various aspects [7, 8, 13] . These studies generally relied on heuristic methods and data mining techniques such as association rule mining to identify aspects and sentiments of aspects.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel summarization problem, namely contrastive opinion summarization. It aims to summarize contradictory or mixed opinions about a topic and generate a list of contrastive pairs of sentences with different sentiment polarities to help users to digest contradictory opinions. We formally framed the problem as an optimization problem and proposed two approximation methods to solve the optimization problem. We also explored different similarity measures in our optimization framework. We leverage existing summarization resources to create a gold standard data set for evaluating the proposed new summarization task.
Experiment results using this data set show that the proposed methods are effective for generating contrastive opinion summaries. In particular, contrastiveness-first approximation works better than representativeness-first, and the heuristic of removing sentimental words in computing contrastive similarity is effective. However, semantic term matching based on WordNet is found to be not helpful. Sample summary results show that the generated summaries are informative and can help users digest contradictory opinions more effectively.
Our work can be extended in several directions. First, more experiments on additional larger data sets would be desirable. Second, we have only explored some basic semantic term matching method; it would be interesting to further explore more advanced similarity functions such as those based on sentence alignment or more in-depth semantic analysis. Finally, it should also be very interesting to further study how to develop algorithms to achieve better approximate solutions to the optimization problem using our framework.
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